Pennies for Progress:
$59M Pennies Projects under Construction:
  o McConnell’s Hwy
  o Pole Branch Road
  o Cel-River Road
  o Hwy. 97
  o Poe/Quantz Railroad Crossing

Other Pennies Items of Note:
  • 11 Pennies 4 projects are under contract/ design is underway
  • SCDOT bid and awarded two Pennies 4 Resurfacing packages (total of $11.7 million)
  • Recently completed construction project: University Drive and Ross Cannon/4th/5th Street

Transportation (C-Fund/ Critical Needs):
  • 5.2 miles of State Roads (FY 16-17 C-Funds) bid by SCDOT and awarded to Granite Contracting with a start date of June/July 2018.
  • 15.8 miles of State Roads (FY 16 one time-Fund) under construction with a projected completion in the fall of 2018.
  • 4.6 miles of State Roads (FY 17-18 C-Funds) programmed to be bid and managed by SCDOT. Projected bid is summer 2018.
  • Awarded to Granite Contracting, combined FY 17/18 Critical Needs and Resurfacing projects which includes paving 4.3 miles and installing 850 feet of sidewalk. Projected completion date of Fall 2018.
  • Awarded to Ferebee Construction, combined FY 17/18 resurfacing for Critical Needs and C-Fund which includes paving 4.5 miles. Projected completion date of Summer 2018.
  • Cost savings by utilizing Public Works in-house paving & construction program. Public Works completed the gravel parking lot at JB Comer Park in March 2018, scoping potential gravel paving projects.
  • Ongoing: Monthly coordination meetings with District and quarterly meetings with Headquarters for increased communication, continued process improvements, and efficiencies in program.
  • Ongoing: Update internal procedures for efficiency and management.

The Kercher Group has started the pavement management program, reviewing and updating the County road rankings. Completion scheduled for Fall 2018.